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Don't Believe

That Anyone Should Waste

Four Good Money-MakinYears At College.

g

Wayne Newton

Published by the Students of The College of Wooster
Volume LXXXIII

Wooster, Ohio, Friday, February 24, 1967

Reischauer Supports

NSA Confirms CIA Subsidy;

1

Minimal Involvement

!ii

In SE Asian Affairs

X

by Paul Lewis

"The threat of unitary world
sweeping

Communism

..."

has largely faded
these words Dr. Edwin

Asia
With

Brynelson Expresses Shock

k

Ramparts Magazine Vooster Affiliation
Exposes Connection Approved In 1965
by Kathy Ellison

0.

With the suspense but not
"I am shocked and disapsecrecy of a
pointed," said SGA president
story, spokesmen for the Na- Wade Brynelson when asked
tional Student Association last to comment on the relationship
week confirmed reports that their between the National Student Asso-

Reischauer, Harvard professor and
lecturer here at Wooster this afternoon, addressed the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee recently. Dr.
Reischauer is also the former U.S.
ambassador to Japan.
His remarks referred to the widening gap between Russia and Red
China. In recent weeks the Chinese
Red Guard has continually harassed the Soviet embassy in Peking.
Russian leaders Kosygin and
Brezhnev were burned in effigy.
The Soviets replied by demonstrating outside the Chinese embassy in
Moscow. Peking Radio has dared
Moscow to break off diplomatic relations with China. Said Peking
Radio: "Do it quickly! You will
definitely come to a bad end."
Thus, for the time being at
least, the West faces divided Communist opposition. Under v these
conditions it is hoped that the U.S.
can move closer than before to
some sort of peace engagements
with the Soviet bloc.
In general Reischauer advocates
a minimization of American intervention in Asian affairs. H e
stresses the importance of security
from within Asian nations, rather
than that imposed from outside.
A late issue of the New York Times
summarized his viewpoint in three
ways. Says Reischauer:
(1) "We should seek to minimize our military involvement and
military commitments in Asia." In
such intervention our primary interests are not likely to be affected,
.

(Continued on Page 5)
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Last weekend over 100 delegates from a dozen schools attended the National Student
Association Con ference on
Drugs held at Oberlin College. The
conference was organized by the
Oberlin Student Senate to provide
the senate with a basis for determining a policy for future drug
use on the Oberlin campus.

er

organization had had financial ties
to the Central Intelligence Agency
since 1952. The
clandestine relationship has involved
the channeling of about 3 million
CIA dollars through cover foundations into NSA's international affairs programs.

l

111
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IAN AND SYLVIA shook the spider webs from the walls of

venerable Severance Gymnasium last Saturday night with a
memorable concert of varied individually-style- d
folk music.

1964 Grad Paul Menzel
Urges Group Resistance
at Yale Divinity School and planpeople who have already de- ning to go on for his doctorate in
Philosophy before leaching. He is
cided they will not fight in one of
a group of approximately
Vietnam if called," says Paul 30 students at Yale University acMenzel. "Why not get them to tively opposed to the war in Vietspeak out?"
nam.
This group has no officers and
Menzel is a graduate of Wooster
(class of 1964) presently studying no formal organization. Its focus is
a refusal to fight in Vietnam and
its method is draft resistance. The
group has published a short letter
stating its intentions concerning
the draft and members of the
group have spoken informally at a
number of schools in the East.
Menzel slopped in Wooster on his
White
way to St. Louis where he will
taking LSD and related drugs speak with four more student
since 1961 when he had his first groups on various aspects of stuexperience with Dr. Leary. As a dent relationships to the draft and
result he claims, "My whole life deferment.
(Continued on Pane 4)
has changed. I began to see my
'professorness' as a game, a small
part in ihe bigger game1 of Western society." In describing an LSD
"trip", he said that the user loses
idenlity of the self and is prone
to identify with all mankind instead.

"I'm sure there are many

0

juk'

BritannicaMentions

re-establishi-

ng

The whole matter was brought
to light in a statement made by
an
staff member to Ramparts magazine. The initial story
has since increased in significance
as several other organizations have
been declared
ex-NS-

A

CIA-subsidize-

--

d.

sSM

drugs.

controversy

ternative that college students be
garding research of LSD on that granted a leave of absence, as are
students studying abroad, to test
campus.
lie drug themselves.
must
they
tender,
be
"Laws must
Dr. William Frosch. a psycholorespect the possibilities of man." gist at Bellevue Hospital, emphaAlpert continued to say that sized the importance of further re(mind manifesting) search before
psychedelic
releasing the drug
drugs are made to release new to the public. He emphasized that
keys in men. Man's next step in it is impossible
to predict the reevolution may be in a broader action of an individual to an haluse of his central nervous system. lucinogenic such as LSD. Reaction
(Continued on Page 5)
Alpert said that he had been
d

Ohio-Indian-

In a printed statement for the
press, he termed the harm done
Officers of the nation's largest to American-foreigstudent relastudent organization have explain- tions "perhaps irreparable," and
ed the CIA tie variously as an eco- called for a restoration of credibilnomic imperative to support ex- ity. He emphasized Wooster's benepansion of overseas programs, and fits from NSA national-leve- l
proas a necessary measure to insure grams and affirmed that the SGA
representation of the American al- has no intention of withdrawing
ternative to communism at inter- from the organization.
national student gatherings. Only
As a participant in the past two
a very few members of the NSA
NSA summer congresses, Brynelboard were ever a party to the
son has come into contact with two
CIA arrangements.
slates of national officers. He soThe implications of the involve- licited the help of the current inment for NSA policy, past and ternational affairs vice president,
future, have come under public one of the handful who knew of
scrutiny. While the nature of the the CIA ties, in planning last year's
"Cresent in Crisis" conference. He
strings attached to CIA grants
which supported scholarships to characterizes the NSA executives
the U.S., student exchange pro- as excellent leaders, brilliant thinkgrams and U.S. participation in ers, liberals, and astute politicians.
international student conferences
During its brief affiliation with
have not fully disclosed, reports
indicate that certain NSA'ers
(Continued on Page 4)
abroad served as key sources of
information on student politics.
With the revelation of these chapters in its secret diary, the NSA
faces the problem of
an image of credibility at home
and abroad.

Alpert concluded his remarks by
Dr. Richard Alpert was the open- upholding the individual's right to
ing speaker Friday night. Alpert is make his own decision about "conscious-expanding"
He
a psychologist and was professor-colleagu- e
of
because
warned,
that
however,
of Timothy Leary at Harthe immense implications of LSD,
vard until 1963 when the two men college is no place to experiment
slfpd to leave following a
with it. He suggested as an almuch-publicize-

ciation and the Central Intelligence
Agency. Brynelson provided the
impetus behind the Wooster SGA's
move last year to join NSA and
now chairs NSA's
a
region.

n

Oberlin Conference On Drugs
Explores LSD With Experts
by

Number 13

re-

Philosophy Program

Hosted By Wooster
Ency clopedia

Britannica

editors have chosen a Wooster
Conference as one of the world
philosophical conferences of
1965 included in the 1966 edition
of the Britannica Book of the Year.
The conference was a "pre-cente-n
nial event" held April 22-21965.
4,

Entered in the annual under
"Philosophy" (page 611), the e
reads, "Oriental and Occiden
tal philosophers and scholars from
six nations exchanged views on
the nature of the individual self
in a Conference on Comparative
Philosophy and Culture, held in
April at the College of Wooster, 0.,
under the chairmanship of P. T.
Raju." The article mentions two
conferences in Rome, as well.
Speakers from 11 different universities presented lectures during
the three-daWooster event. The
late Dr. Paul Tillich, author of The
Courage To Be and other works,
spoke on "The Problem of Immor-talityDr. James Norton and Dr.
Harold Smith of the religion department and Dr. Albury Castell
and Dr. P. T. Rai'u of the philo
sophy department of Wooster also
spoke. Dr. F. S. C. Nothrop of
Yale University presided.
ar-tid-

y
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with the recently acquired infrared
spectrometer in the Chemistry Department are (left to right)
Richard Ash, Eloise Lindsay and Dr. David Powell. The instrument, used to investigate molecular structures, was donated to the College by the Dupont Co. of Wilmington, Del.
INTENT ON THEIR WORK
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The Credibility Gap

I'LL

TAKrOME

M

Wade Brynelson's recent chapel speech proposed a dynamic
change for the College: a community government approach to college
social policy. His dream is idealistic, even visionary, and Wade will
be the first to admit it. There is no reason, however, not to continue
the attempts made toward the achievement of a degree of student power
in place of merely the student right to lobby for particular interests.
The SGA president based his argument on three basic premises: the
generational gap between students and administrators and trustees,
and the right to demothe educational value of true decision-makincratic representation. We would add a fourth the elimination of
the credibility gap which now exists between the students and Galpin
g,

Hall.

The use of the term "Galpin Hall' is deliberate. It is a symbol
mechanical
of the distrust the student body holds for a stone-colbody which metes out decisions with all the humanity of the stone walls
of an ancient edifice. The administrators do not like to be called
"Galpin," nor are they particularly enamoured of "the administradeities," or "our loco parentis." They
tion," "capricious second-rat- e
would much rather be referred to as Drushal, Cropp, Young, King,
Lowry, Dix, Farr, ct al. This is understandable, since they are individuals, parts of a whole, but separate parts just the same.
Unfortunately, despite their preference for individuality, they
viewed by most of the student body as "Galpin." As such,
still
are
they are distrusted. The credibility gap is not heinous, but it does
exist. More than one administrator has said on more than one occasion words to the effect that "We trust the students more than the
students trust us."
Talking to students on campus, one can get the unmistakable
impression that too many of them believe, ridiculous as it may
sound, that "the administration is out to give the students the shaft."
Few students would phase it so openly, but this logical conclusion
can be drawn from their statements. Perhaps it should be phrased
openly more often, for it would serve to show how ridiculous die idea
is and also it would show the administrators that something must be
done to correct their respective images.
How this distrust developed is uncertain. Whose fault it is does
not matter. What matters is that it is there. Its result is that the
college community has developed an unhealthy adversary approach
to change. As long as this exists, real progress toward student re
sponsibility will be painstakingly slow. As it stands now, the ad
ministrators have come to distrust student proposals merely because
they come from the students. A key reason for this are the duplicate
committees on campus one for the students, one for the faculty and
administration. To present any sort of argument at all, the students
feel they must band together. To hide any disagreement among administrators, they also band together. The result is two distinct camps;
it is not stalemate but checkmate for student ideas, because students
have no power.
To eliminate this crippling tendency, more students must get
relations. This will increase com
involved in
lower
base of student organizations
will
the
strengthen
munications, it
(easily the weakest link in the SGA, CCA, and other groups), and
it will let more administrators and students see each other as in
diViduals concerned with the future of the college, not as soldiers in
the war of the generations.
In addition, administrators must stop viewing students as
radical, and power grasping. Yes, students want power,
they
but
want it only because it is rightfully theirs, and because the
future of the college depends on it. "Galpin" must not view student
suggestions with suspicion but gratification that the College has a
student body concerned with the health of its atmosphere. Only
then will SGA proposals and Voice editorials have the effect of helping
rather than hindering administrative support. Only then will community government be possible. Only then will the occupants of the
stone building on Bever Street become known as Drushal, Cropp,
d,

And The Beat Goes On
by Mike Hutchison

What has happened to rock and roll? Throughout most
it has been constantly changing, but changing slowly, almost
the last two years it has suddenly exploded into something so
sometimes hard to find the connection between the old music
It is as if we had been walking

through

familiar countryside,
where things proceeded rationally,
where happiness was a Little Deuce
Coupe, and where the most important question was who would
go steady with whom; and we
suddenly climbed over a wall and
found ourselves
in a different
world, where
faces are kept in
jars by the door, r
Niw I
where diplomats
ride on chrome
horses carrying
!1

Siamese

cats,

RUBBER SOUL, is a showcase of
The Beatles' originality. Ranging
from the Indian Raga form of
Love to You," and the strange
mixture of old and new in "Eleanor Rigby," to the futuristic sound
of electronic music; from the quiet
lyricism of "Here, There and
Everywhere," to the raucous
of "Yellow Submarine,"
The Beatles seem to be intentionally severing all connections with
traditional rock. The Indian sound
),
(should you call it Raga-rock- ?
which they first experimented with
in "Norwegian Wood," has become
one of the greatest influences in
the new music, and can be seen in
such differing: groups as The
Byrds, The Rolling Stones, and the
Butterfield Blues Band.
nose-thumbi- ng

where everyone
lives in a yellow
submarine, and
Hutch
where multitud- inous bands of disaffected flagellants, smacking their muzzy bellies
Dylan's record well, what can
on parade, whip from themselves you say? Just listen, don't analyze.
a terrifying hullaballoo among the Find someplace where you can be
spheres (sorry, Mr. Stevens).
alone with your record player and
Even the names of the bands a bottle of wine, and listen a milreflect the change. Back in the old lion times. You'll blow your mind.
days the names were The Crickets, As the title indicates, the major
The Mello-Tonethe Venture- s- theme of the album is women, and
pretty tame. Now we have The consequently, love (although DyCyrkle, ? ? and the Mysterians, lan, like a lot of us, never seems
Jefferson Airplane, The Lovin' certain whether such a thing can
Spoonfuls (which is pretty gross) , exist) ; and the tone ranges from
the savage humor of "Leopard-ski- n
etc.
Pill-boHat," and the freeLowry, et. al.
Beatles and Dylan
wheeling independence of "Most
The causes of all this are many, Likely You Go Your Way and I'll
but I think it can be traced back Go Mine," to the almost religious
Published by the students of The College of Wooster during the school to two basic sources The Beatles adoration of the 12 minute long
year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the students and Bob Dylan. Listen to some of "Sad Eyed Lady of the Lowlands"
and should not be construed as representing administration policy.
the oldies but goodies. There is a one person has told me it s a
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address all corres- deadly sameness to most of them, song about the Virgin Mary, to
pondence to the VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
in harmony, rhythm, structure and which I have to say, Cop out,
Member of the Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered as second arrangement. They
re pretty bor man;" but check it out anyway.)
class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
ing usually. However, the key to My personal favorite is the weird,
DON KENNEDY,
the new sound, which really
RON WALLACE started with I Want to Hold Your
Associate Editors
LARRY HANAWALT
Hand," is experimentation. With
MARK JOHNSON, News Editor
PETE JENKS, Business Manager
out the experiments of the Beatles
SUSAN ANDERSON, Features Editor ROBB REINKER, Advertising Manager there would not be songs like
JOHN SCERBA, Photography Editor
JOSH STROUP, Sports Editor
"Cherish,"
"Good Vibrations,1
The Name Game
LOUISE COCHRAN, RUTHIE WAY, DANNIE PEACOE, Editorial
etc. They could never have been
Page Editor
To the Editor:
Editors
written five years ago.
Reporters: Kathy Ellison, John Ryan, Carl Pulvermacher, Mark McColloch,
Last week's item entitled "In
Alice Boyer, Chuck Webb, Jim Young, Paula Gocker, Cathy Crabtree.
Secondly, the lyrics of most of the name of God, care" seems to
Photographers: Ed Herehberger, Alan Kappelman.
the old music are simply gutless. be an example of "the protestor's"
Cartoonists: Stan Good, Barry Bizot
They don't say much at all. Then widespread tendency to make a
Columnists: Mike Hutchison, Steve Avakian, Ron Wirick.
Dylan demonstrated that songs protest which has little signifi
Proofreaders: SueGotshall, Juli Sloan, Bebe Balmer, Karen Thomas, Betsy Ridge. can be poems, and
say exciting cance. In the first place, it makes
and important things. Without the absurd assumption that people,
Dylan, there could be no Simon in general, don't care. And sec& Garfunkel, no Spoonful, no Eleaondly, it assumes that the publinor Rigby, etc.
cation of a list of names is an
by Paula Gocker
effective method of seeking an
So, the best way to find out just
improvement in our present poliIn order to. answer, but not jus- what has happened is to
Burnt draft cards. Demongo right cies in Vietnam. And thirdly, contify, their accusations that our
strations. Promises of Peace. policies in Vietnam are just an- to the sources. Significantly, two cerning this particular list, I
conferences. other example of unwanted pa- records have been issued in the doubt if there is anyone on this
Evasive
year that wrap the whole campus who would have been
at
Harrison Salisbury. Letters to ternalism, we must examine past
thing up for you on six sides. all unwilling
Letters and more "why" we are there. For those
to sign. Therefore,
congressmen.
These records, perhaps the two how is it
at all meaningful?
letters. Confusing issues. This is who have kept abreast of the conalbums
most
in
important
ever
the war for the majority of Ameri- tradictory news sources, this is popular
The problem with most Vietmusic, are The Beatles'
cans.
indeed a difficult question.
REVOLVER and Dylan's BLONDE nam protestors is, to me, their asthose
to
in
it
does
mean
What
What are the issues? One of ON BLONDE.
sumption that most people don't
the newly emerging nations of the fundamental questions and one
care (and indirectly that the evil
Africa and Asia? To many it of the most ignored is, "How much
REVOLVER, more daring and, policy makers in Washington acmeans a revival of imperialism.
if possible, more successful than tually enjoy war, and perpetuate
(Continued on Page 4)
student-administratio-
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pre-sumptiou-
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Editor-in-Chi-

of its 15 years of active life,
imperceptively. However, in
new, so different, that it is
and the new music.

haunting, "Visions of Johanna."
The song contains some of Dylan's finest poetry, and the silent,
psychedelic mood is perfectly set
by the fantastic first verse. Of
course, the record is ultimately
about much more than Dylan's
women. It is amazing how as he
becomes more and more personal
in each record, he becomes more
universal.
Leave Audience Behind?
The big question is whether The
Beatles, Dylan, and their disciples,
in their search for new horizons,
will leave their audience behind.
Will the teenie-bopper- s
stick with
them, or return to the more understandable land of teenage love
and "Too Young to Go Steady"?
think we already have the an
swer.

According to the latest teen surthe Beatles are dead (although you have to hand it to
them they outlived the late God,
anyway) ; and Dylan has become
a hermit, working on his novel
and his first movie. The new music
is rapidly becoming the old music.
I still listen to longhair music (i.e.
Dylan and the Beatles) ; but then,
I'm almost 22, and way past my
prime.

vey,

Anyway,

whatever the future

holds, the songwriting psychedelic
philosophers and electric metaphy-

sicians of the new music have
made their mark they have given
new life to a music that was dying
from a surfeit of Ricky Nelsons
and Brenda Lees, and have given
a new legitimacy and meaning to
teen music.

ef

Letters To The editor

Co-Circulati-

on

Hypocrisy Of Democracy
press

it for their own entertainment),
and their tendency to avoid, at all
costs, realistic and constructive
thinking.
In our role as an intellectual
community it is our deep responsibility to do this thinking. Why
don't the people who signed the
list set up a time and place for
a debate?
Carli Cremeans

Pledge Presidents Retort
To the Editor:

Since everyone has, is, or will
shortly express his opinion on Hell
Week, we, the Pledge Presidents,
feel it only natural to express ours.
Let us point out that this opinion,
though expressed by us, is indicative of the feelings of the great
majority of the pledges.
We have just been through Hell
Week and we have seen it from
(Continued on Page 8)
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Change For Senior

Hell Week Breeds Spirit
by Dave Kenry

a
recent Prentice-paperback entitled Slavery
Attacked is complemented by
a second volume, Slavery DeA

1 1

H

fended. Similarly, the present article appears in response to a protracted critique of section initiations in last week's Voice, and
has as its purpose the defense of
instituWooster's
tion, "Hell Week." I say
because wherever fraternities are found, and that means
on the vast majority of American
college and university campuses,
there also will be initiations. I submit that it is no accident that
the two are everywhere coincident,
that without initiations of some
sort college fraternities would at
best lose much of their vitality
and value, and might well disintegrate and die.
not-so-peculi-

ar

not-so-peculi-

ar

Week period testifies to
the fact that by that time each
pledge has become acquainted with
only a small group of actives.
Pledges must sign in at their
respective sections at least once a
Week perday during the pre-Heiod, and face repeated questioning
by actives. There may be other
equally effective methods of insuring that all section members know
each other, but no one has, to my
knowledge, come forward with
any. In addition, pledges are assigned to certain actives and required to perform a number of
tasks, whose purpose will be discussed below.
Time spent by
pledges is severely restricted by
the Hell Week Committee, whose
rules are strictly enforced by section leaders.
pre-He-

ll

When the campus community
gathered to begin the second semester my section faced the problem of integrating 37 freshman
men into a group already numbering 85 upperclassmen. The
hoped-fo- r
result was a reasonably
coherent social unit that could provide a program of activities and
entertainment, but, above all, a
unit that could develop a fraternal
feeling, an esprit de corps, that
would have real meaning for its
The considerable abuse heaped
members.
on the heads (and other parts of
the anatomy) of the pledges can
Getting To Know You
be seen as degrading, or it can be
integrating
the
in
viewed
first
The
step
as increasing the challenge.
process is basic: simply getting the This period of stress, even though
actives and pledges acquainted artificially produced, forces each
with each other. This is the prim- pledge to reach deep into his re
Week sources of stamina and courage
ary business of the pre-Hethis and to discover strength that he
10
1
through
period (Feb.
year) . Memorization of the names, never knew he had. I cannot deny
home-townmajors, and girls of that I always feel thrilled to see
actives is certainly not considered that the spirit of these boys, or
busy work; on the contrary, it is rather men, cannot be driven from
of the first importance. Likewise even the tiredest minds and bodies.
pledges are not only requested but
The most important aspect of
required to absorb similar data
this
concentrated initiation period
relating to their pledge brothers. is embodied
in the yell that makes
It might seem as if the semester-lon- g actives hoarse year after year:
rushing period before initia"Help your buddies!" And they
tion would accomplish these purdo it is a corporate experience.
poses, but the difficulty experi- With the
surprise endings that
enced by pledges in identifying
most sections employ, the unifying
active members at the outset of the
and integrating process is com
plete. Far from leaving a bad taste
in the new active's mouth, or a
Ellison
feeling of animosity for the old
actives, the end of Hell Week
means a feeling of kinship, of
welcome, a sense of having under
gone something worthwhile to
by Betsy Ridge
gether. Taken as a whole, Hell
Mademoiselle magazine, a Week is not a destructive influ
Conde Nast publication, has ence, but an emotionally satisfying
experience.
s,

Wins

to the faculty for their necessary

recently selected a junior
transfer student at Wooster,

(Continued on Page 8)

Kathy Ellison, as a College Board
Member. Kathy entered the 1966-6- 7
College Board Competition by
designing a series of advertisements of a product "not currently
advertised but of interest to MLLE
readers." She was one of ten contestants who won $20 for their
entries.

d

winning the first stage of
the contest, Kathy will be eligible
at any time during her college
career to enter the second compe-Htln- n
in which Board Members
compete for 20 guest editorships
the August College Issue of
to edit
Mademoiselle, along with tne regular editors.
By

mm

--

m

1

1

approval. If accepted by the faculty, seniors will have the option
of taking each of their exams dur
ing any three consecutive hours of
the entire examination period up
to the regularly scheduled exam
period for that course. Such ar
rangements would allow seniors to
take their hardest exams as early
as they wished and to finish exams
as early as they desired.

far from the maddening crowd in
Crandell House. The homey room pictured is typical of the
roomy home for coed relaxation. Student chairmen report a
full house and favorable response during the opening week.
STUDENTS

FIND PRIVACY

Nevjs litotes

CiliilBUS
24-2- 5

8)

The legislature also appropriated
$70 from the budget for prospec
tive students for spending money
for a Yugoslav student who will be
at Wooster for two months this
spring. The student's tuition and
regular expenses will be paid from
funds. An additional
$20 was voted to Crandell House
to cover open house expenses and
the rental of various artifacts
from the College's art center.
non-stude-

nt

OJ

opportunities over wide areas? Recruiting and training adult leaders? Executive direction of a dynamic youth program? If this is
your interest, you want to hear Mr. Joseph Macy, Scout Executive,
Buckeye Council Boy Scouts of America, as he presents the facts
relative to career opportunities in the movement, 2:00 p.m., March
6, Galpin Hall.

FRIDAY

Dining

Sundays 11:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.
TRY OUR TENDER

FOR DRUGS

MONDAY

rv4

LYNN REDGRAVE

J

also

PANAVISIOtfMETROCOLOR

6:30; 'Venetian' 7:20;
'Georgy' 9:20; Son., 'Georgy 2, 5:30,
& 9:05;
'Venetian' 4 & 7:30; Mon.,
'Venetian' 7:10; 'Georgy' 9.
Fri. & Sat. open

Flowers for all Occasions
Conveniently Located on South Side of Square
4
263 - 3771,
264-523-

263-288- 6,

Open Daily 10:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.

'J

( jfJB

...

Distinctive
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The Ohio Foundation of Independent Colleges will sponsor a
program of music by the College of Wooster on WGAR (1220 AM)
in Cleveland this Sunday. The half hour program will begin at 8:00
p.m. and feature selections by the Scot Symphony Band, the Chamber
Orchestra and Wooster chorus with a brief statement by President
Lowry. The program was taped by WCW.
the authentic "Last Letters from
This weekend at Zeitgeist
Stalingrad." A documentary of the last letters written by the German
Sixth Army in Stalingrad before it was destroyed by the Russians. The
documentary is composed by Hudson White and directed by Gary
Houston. Saturday, Feb. 25, at 9:00 o'clock. Admission: 25 cents.

THRU

ft

ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE

7-- 9

5

THEATRE

QJUtK Of TUB PICTURE

Petitions for students interested in running for the offices of
President, Vice President of Service, and Vice President of Campus
Life of the Campus Christian Association will be available in the SGA
p.m.
Stadium Unit 2 on Wednesday, March 1 from 4-- and

Mademoiselle Prize

Kathy chose advertising from
one of 40 different assignments
including travel logs, layout and
cover designs, fashion designing,
and advertising and promotion.
Her product was the goldfish, "a
nice friend with easy care." She
series.
submitted a seven-a-

v'

IP"

ur

ll

Kathy

bill proposing greater
exam freedom for seniors was
passed by the SGA Legislature
Sunday night and will go now
A

Kenyon College will sponsor a civil rights conference on Feb.
entitled The Urban Negro: Black Neck in a White Noose. Fea
At 7:00 p.m. on Friday eve tured speakers will be Floyd McKissick, Jesse Jackson, Mrs. Jewel
ning, Feb. 10, a
period Graham and Herbert Garfinkel. Those interested in attending should
of intensive initiation began. Its
contact Gary Houston (264-256as soon as possible.
purposes are well understood by
section members: to mold a pledge
Senior Residents: On Tuesday, Feb. 28 at 4:30 in the Blue
class of 20 to 40 individuals into
a unit by giving it a common ex Room of the Library, Dean Dix will meet with junior women in
perience, indeed a common chal- terested in serving as senior residents next year.
lenge to overcome; and to give the
freshmen a pride of accomplish
Calling all men interested in hearing about the opportunities
ment and a sense of having earned of Professional Scouting as a career. Would you like A profession
their admission into the commun- with a purpose? Working with people who serve youth? Service
ity.
29-ho-

'

Examination Policy

ll

The Real Hell of Hell Week

Proposes

SGA Bill

t

;

N

Pago Three

FINAL CLEARANCE!
LOW PRICES

PRESSURE-COOKE- D

Men's Winter Jackets and Car Coats

CHICKEN!

"Closest to the Campus'

Catering to: Banquets,

Buy Now for Next Winter

Private Parties, Family Meals
Fish Fry Every Friday Evening
All You Can Eat
5 to 7 p.m.
Study Year Abroad in Sweden, France,
or Spain.

abroad

College

and

prep., junior year

graduate

Stockholm, Paris or Madrid, dormitories
or apartments, two meals daily, tuition

Legoute,

SCANSA,

262-78- 06

for Reservations

to

$18.88

Suedes - Corduroys - Wool Plaids - Wool Mixtures

programmes.

$1,500 guarantees: round trip flight to

paid. Write:

Ph.

$8.88

50

Rue Prosper

Antony - Paris, France.

STARK'S
Restaurant
Off Liberty St. (Rear)
E. Liberty St.
145

Helen Jeffrey, Owner

&

Operator

BRENNER BROS
Lower the Cost of Dressing Well
on the Square in Wooster
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Debtors Enter Sflate Tournev In Columbus;
Season's Record Includes Many Successes

Anderson Assumes
Iowa Professorship
In Comparative Lit

by Bob Landman
To bring up to date those who of Rubens, Hicks, Sennett and

Although the Scot debaters
have been inactive since early
December, they are now preparing for the coming four

Warren D. Anderson, Professor and Chairman of the
Department of Greek and Latin at the College of Wooster,
will become Professor of Comparative Literature at the University
of Iowa, Iowa City, effective this
fall.

rs

d

a

'

German Art Books

given to the College of Wooster by the Deutsche

Fer-schungsgemeinsc-

(German

hafl

Re-

search Society) .
The books were presented to Dr.
Howard Lowry, President of the
College, by Dr. Werner von
German Consulate at Cleveland in ceremonies at Andrews
Library on the Wooster campus.
Hol-lenbe- n,

Because of the
program, which also includes
Wooster-in-Vienn-

a

m

a

Whether neoDle aereed with
United States Policy or felt that
the bombing of North Vietnam
should be discontinued, no one
viewing the TIME OF THE LO- CUSTS could help but be moved
to speechlessness. Man was seen in
-i
i:
j
j .i uepuis
ins urjjuis;
ini omiiicmsxu
and of despair. Were we responsible for the eyes of that mother,
or the boots trampling down othei
men, or
Operation Harvest
(napalming rice fields)?

Mc-

At the same tournament, Mark
Wynn won highest honors in the
competitive discussion division in
which there were 20 entries. For
the discussion the 30 contestants
were divided into small group
which were evaluated each hour by
a different judge. Points were
awarded to individuals on' the basis
of what they contributed to the discussion. The predetermined topic
was Red China.

ordinate activities across the

co-

coun-

who would be willing to sign a
letter similar to that of the Yale
group if someone were willing to
coordinate such a program. While
funds and facilities for such an
adventure could be made available
no one is willing to attempt the
project.

"Most people underestimate the
power of group resistance; it is
the peak of opposition, the ultimate
form," says Menzel. "While many
people shy away from group resistance because of treacherous results the 'we won't go!' form is
moderate enough to involve more
people. There are no immediate
effects, and everyone is not involved at the same time."
The political effect of publicly
declaring intentions not to participate in the war in Vietnam
are
depending upon the
local draft board. Either the local
board speeds up the drafting of
the individual to test the case or
it does not touch the individual,
to avoid public demonstration of
resistance.
"The philosophy of this protest
movement should be judged by the
way it affects those who are opposed to the war," says Menzel.
The movement should add to their
vitalization of resistance and offer
a course of political action for
students facing the draft. The
movement should be an attempt to
change policy rather than satisfy
personal guilt complexes if it is
going to be politically effective,
says the divinity school student.

NSA, the Wooster SGA has taken
Forensics tournament was held at advantage of many national serAkron University. Betty Cocuzza, vices. Most significant, in the estiJohn Cook, Mark Wynn and Bill mation of NSA coordinator Betsy
Palmer tied for first place honors, Ridge, has been NSA advice on
but as the Scot team of the pre- instituting the "group 399" exlearning
vious week, they had to settle for periment in
and
in
formulating
a theory of
second when the tie was broken
community policy-makinby speaker points.
Through the regional organizaIn early November the debaters tion this year, Wooster has taken
journeyed to the regional tourna part in two conferences one here
ment (Kentucky and Ohio) of the last fall on educational reform and
Delta Sigma Phi Tau Kappa Alpha one at Oberlin last weekend
on
National Debate Honor Societv at drugs and will participate in a
Capital. Wooster's four man team third at Notre Dame on tutorials.

Menzel emphasizes the necessity
of a protest before induction or
prosecution for resistance. Once
the draftee has been inducted he
no longer has the alternative to
fight in Vietnam or do otherwise.
The draftee has placed himself
outside the jurisdiction of the
civil courts.
"There is a complete gap between
the civil and military system of
courts. The military system is oppressive to conscientious objection," notes Menzel, pointing out
the necessity of
resistance to die draft.

non-directe-

d

g.

two-side-

d,

pre-inducti-

on

Saint Paul Drawing Competition Opens
With 130 Works By American Artists
Drawings USA-66- ,
the third
national biennial drawing
competition sponsored by the
Saint Paul Art Center, Saint
Paul, Minn., opened at the College
of Wooster Art Center on Feb. 22.
Two area artists are represented

Center's Permanent Collection. One
of the award winners is Walter
Prechownik of Buffalo, N.Y. His
work was exhibited in a one-mashow at the College last April and
one of the drawings was purchased
for the Permanent Collection. Also
represented in the exhibition is
Joseph Deaderick, an artist from
Wyoming, whose watercolors from
Mexico were shown last year at
Wooster along with the Prochow-nic- k
drawings.
n

in the exhibition which includes
130 drawings by 108 artists living
in 28 states George Olsen of
Wooster and Shirley Wells Ker-ruis- h
of Mansfield. Mr. Olsen
Drawings USA-6was juried by
teaches
in the Art Department of William A. Kienbusch, distinguishEach of us has a responsibility
to Donder over these Questions the College and is currendy having ed American artist and member of
show at the Akron Art the Brooklyn Museum
posed by my. Asian friend, "The a one-mafaculty, asInstitute.
.
.
.
sisted
two sides of the truth
by William W. Woolfenden,
but

a tour of Germany, interest in
Germanic art and history has
grown on the campus. The Federal
Republic of Germany, in order to
stimulate this interest, has been
supplying the College with Ger- what truth? that of the conscious?
man language periodicals and jour- or that of the ones who have no
nals during the past few years.
conscience? That of the rich, the
the helpless, or the strong?"
poor,
the
of
German
The acquisition
art books, all written in German,
Ideally, people are the issue. The
will offer Wooster students an op
however, is more comquestion,
portunity to further their study of
plicated; the solution difficult. Is
the Germanic culture and Ian
war the only way to both give
guage.
them what they need and what we
Hollen-ben
Accompanying Dr. von
want them to have? Is the exto Wooster was Mr. K. Protz, portation of democracy the most
Chancellor of the German Consul creative, feasible solution to the
problems of the Vietnamese?
in Cleveland.

"One hope I have is that in half

Wooster's next two outings were
not as successful as their previous
ones. On Nov. 17, 18 and 19 the
debaters entered competition with
many of the nation's top teams
at the University of Illinois-Chica-g- o
Circle. On Dec. 2 and 3 the
team
went to a cross examination
lected.
tournament at the University of
These four finalists have their Pittsburgh. On neither of these
papers read and are questioned occasions did the Scots place.
by three experts in the field perThe last tournament that Woostaining to their topic. The experts
in this case were Michigan State ter entered was held at Wisconsin
professors. Wooster's team of Jon State University on Dec. 10. Here,
Rubens, Bob Hicks, Bob McKnight novice debators Phil Eisentat and
and Jane Sennett took an impres- Roy Rosenblatt received honorable
sive victory, winning by a margin mention with
a record of five wins
of over 60 points.
and one loss. The varsity team
The second tournament of the of Cocuzza and Cook made a good
fall season was held at Manchester showing, winning four and losing
College, Manchester, Ind. With two, but did
not place.
over 30 schools participating, the
third place finish of Rubens and
Hicks carried quite a bit of pres- MORE ON
tige, especially since they actually
tied for first but were awarded
third place on the basis of speaker
points.
(Continued from Page 1)
On Oct. 29 the Ohio Northern

m

Consulate Presents

(Continued from Page 1)

a year someone will start to

NSA

I

a

Draft Resistance

run-dow-

Michigan State was the site of
the first tournament early this fall.
Approximately 20 teams from all
over the midwest showed up in
East Lansing to take part in a
unique group action competition.

Hypocrisy

V

MORE ON

do not know of the debate team's Knight placed second with Hicks try," says Menzel. He listed a
first semester accomplishments, and Ruben going undefeated in all number of major universities
where there are over 50 students
n
here is a
of their record. of their five rounds.

man state tournament which will
be held at Capital University on
Feb. 24 and 25. Representing
Wooster at that time will be Betty
Cocuzza, John Cook, Jane Sennett
and Bob McKnight The following
In a "team work" tournament
week, March 2 and 4, Bob Hicks
and Jon Rubens will compete in such as this, four people from each
the State two man tournament to school are presented a topic early
in the morning of the first day and
be held at Ohio State.
then given the rest of the day to
compose
a paper on their subject.
MORE ON
Each group's paper is read by
three judges and evaluated as a
piece of writing. The next day the
same three judges question the
(Continued from Page 2)
teams on their papers. In this
opposition are we going to give to phase of the tournament the evalucommunism? Is communism such ation is based on oral defense. At
last, the top four teams are sea bad system after all?

Mr. Anderson, who came to
Wooster in 1950, received his BA
degree from Haverford College,
and another BA degree from the
University of Oxford. He received
his MA. from Harvard University
and also his Ph.D. (in Classical
Philology).
The professorship at Iowa is in
the Department of English and a
part of the graduate program at
that University. A Rhodes Scholar,
Mr. Anderson belongs to the
American Philological Association,
The typical answer is . . . Yes,
Phi Beta Kappa, and the American
is a bad, evil system.
Academy in Rome which awarded communism
under
It
terror and needs
operates
him a prize scholarship.
a police state to govern effectively.
Anderson has written several Freedom of expression is denied;
"Prometheus Bound' freedom of choice is lacking. The
books
(1964) ; "Matthew Arnold and the spontaneity of thought, the free(1965); dom of a Pasternak to criticize,
Classical Tradition"
"Ethos and Education in Greek to wonder, to question, that we
Music" (1966) ; and, just off the put such a high premium on, is
press, "Victorian Essays in Honor stifled. In practice the communist
of Waldo H. Dunn" of which he system of government fails to raise
and Professor Thomas D. Clareson, people above the level of existence.
also on Wooster's faculty, are
In a less naive expression perand contributors. This last
speeches
the
haps
we don't loathe the communreproduces
volume
ConferWooster-helist ideology but rather the Chinese
during the
ence on Victorian Studies, October forms of it. If the Chinese are
truly happy, we may reason, how
1965.
do you explain the present civil
President Howard Lowry said, war? Happy people?!
"We are of course sorry to see
Professor Anderson go. As teacher
Recentlv. I received a letter in
outan
maae
has
he
scholar,
and
answer to this type of thinking
Colthe
to
standing contribution
from an African friend of mine.
lege over the years. He is changIndividual thinking? Who wor- 4
1
his
which
towards
field
ing to a
nes about individuals when
own work has been steadily leading MASSES are HUNGRY? Artistic
him for some time a field that is thinking? Who thinks about art
more appropriate to graduate work when the only needed art is that
in the University.
of survival? Creative thinking?
What better creative thinkinsrw is
"In his new venture at Iowa we
there than that used to provide
wish and predict for him the same
food for more people?
fine success he has had here as enough
a professor of classics. The whole
Is this the issue . . . PEOPLE?
community will miss him and his Encouragingly there are individufamily."
als on the Wooster cammis who
profoundly feel that this is THE
issue, two weeks ago over lib
people from the Wooster community met at the church house for
a simple meal ot nee, tea and
meditation and to monetarily4
demonstrate
a concern, irreeard- of less of political
A special collection
issues, over the
books on German Art has been inhumanities of the war.
co-edito-
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Executive Director of the Archives
of American Art, Detroit, Mich.
"It is the finest national show
of contemporary drawings I have
ever seen," said Keinbusch. "Looking at the drawings selected for
possible purchase by the Center, I
am amazed by their diversity of
approach and technical excellence. If this is the U.S.A. today,
we have nothing to worry about,"
Purchase Awards of $3,500 have he added.
been made to 19 artists whose
John Harvey, art critic for the
works have ben added to the Art

Shirley Kerruish has had drawings accepted in two other St. Paul
Biennials, .winning a purchase
award in 1961. Her graphite drawing Toy Peacock is illustrated in
the show's current catalogue. Her
work is owned by numerous galleries in the Midwest and she is
represented nationally by the Lar-cad- a
Gallery in New York City.

St. Paul Dispatch-Pionee- r
Press
said "the show, impressive in its
vitality and imaginative range,
covers a broad spectrum of styles,
from such poised, sensuous, classically conceived works as Alonzo
Hauser's pencil and watercolor
nude to Cleve Gray's purely abstract Drawing E in ink and
acrylic, Keith Long's mixed-medi- a
Night Landscape, and Charles
motion-study- ,
Bits of Man,
in ink."
Se-liger-

's

The show originated in 1961. as
a result of a great interest in drawing and the renewed appreciation
of the possibilities and importance
of the disciplines of this medium.
Response of the country's artists
was immediate and enthusiastic.
The drawing biennial and the craft
biennial are held on alternate
years,
the
craft biennial was started in
FIBER-CLAY-META-

L

1952.

Drawings USA-6will continue
11
through March
at the College
Art Center and then travel to other
museums throughout the United
States for approximately one more
year.
6
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W Association

Reischauer On SE Asia Woosfler
anti-Americ-

re--

an

actions may arise. Also, says Reischauer, our type of military
strength is not very effective
against guerilla warfare and subversion.
(2) "We should not try to induce most Asian countries to align
themselves formally with us."
These alignments do not add to
our security and are probably not
as effective as "unfettered nationald
ism" and "groupings of
nations" in giving Asian countries the security they need.
(3) "We . . . should attempt to
withdraw to the role of friendly
outside supporter of individual or
collective Asian initiative."
like-minde-

In spite of these proposals, Reis

chauer realizes that it is impossible
for the U.S. now to drop out of
Vietnam. He believes America
must stay in the war to save face
and to keep faith with South Vietnam. A great deal is at stake in
terms of the security of this and
other Southeast Asian countries.
However, Reischauer, in his
views, echoes an increasing con
of prescern for a
ent American foreign policy. The
investigation of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee is a key part
of this concern. Reischauer and
others feel that perhaps U.S. current world commitments go be
yond basic American interests and
capabilities. The U.S. needs to re
consider its aims and channel its
policy to their fulfillment.
re-examinat-

Plans

MAKE
YOUR
BANK
YOUR
PARTNER

Athletic Hall Of fame

(Continued from Page 1)

especially since

Page Five

Plans to start an Athletic
Hall of Fame at the College
of Wooster have been finalized. The project, sponsored

Serving on the selection committee for the project will be the
President of the "W" Association
(chairman) ; all members of the
current "W" Association Board of
Directors and all current association officers not on the Board; the
Director of Athletics; Director of
Sports Information; and the Director of Alumni Relations.

by the Alumni "W" Association,
will recognize men who have distinguished themselves in the field
athletics at the
of
College, either by virtue of their
performance on teams representing
There will also be three apthe College or by meritorious sermembers to the commitpointed
vice in behalf of the college's athtee each serving a term of three
letic program.
years. These positions will be held
members
by one member of the College
All "W" Association
will be eligible to submit nomina- coaching staff selected by the di
tions for the Athletic Hall of Fame rector of Athletics, and two W
and candidates chosen for the Association members one from
honor will be recognized at Home- 30-5years out of college and
the other from 10-3out of col
coming each year.
lege both appointed by the presi
dent of the association.
inter-collegia-

ion

te

1

0

0

MORE ON

To be nominated for member
ship in the Athletic Hall of Fame,
the nominee if an athlete must
be out of College at least 10 years.
The nominee does not .necessarily
rates in alcoholics after one to have to be a graduate of Wooster
three administerings. Furthermore, to be selected and a person can
researchers have claimed that it be selected posthumously.
is useful in the treatment of sexual
No less than three men, nor
perversions and in the study of
five, may be elected to
psychoses, but once again data is more than
the Hall of Fame in a single year.
incomplete.
There is no limit, however, on the
In the final address Saturday af- number of times a man can be
ternoon. Dr. Helen Nowlis, considered for the honor. Recogni
psychiatrist and Dean of Students, tion ceremonies for the elected
University of Rochester, spoke members will take place between
about the sociological implications the halves at the Homecoming
of LSD for college students. She game each year. At that time, the
cited the example of Antioch, "one new members will be introduced
of the most liberal institutions of to the public.
its kind in the country," where
A testimonial dinner for each
the students themselves designed
recipient will follow the Home
a strict rule prohibiting the use of
coming
game where each man will
LSD at Antioch. Dr. Nowlis urged
a citation and plaque
the Oberlin students "to consider receive
call for the selection com
Plans
the values of their institution as
mittee to meet this summer in
well as their responsibility to the
order to have the first Hall o
entire community before deciding
Fame members elected for Home
about the use of drugs on cam
coming, 1967.
pus."

Oberlin Drug Conference Report
(Continued from Page 1)

to a drug depends on the purity crimes of violence in the United
is
of the drug, the history of the sub- States. In this same article it
reported that, "marijuana use is
ject, and the group with which the

increasing among young middle
and upper income groups, but that
the number of habitual users in
Dr. Frosch outlined some of the
our college campus is small.
clinical research which is being
Contrary to the case of mariju
done at Bellevue, which houses the
largest acute psychiatric division ana, research is being done on
54 centers sanctioned by
in the world. He said that some LSD in
National
the
Institute of Health.
patients who had taken LSD had LSD is also an hallucinogen but
demonstrated violent and aggres- is much stronger than marijuana.
sive reactions in addition to those Symptoms of the drug include an
described by Dr. Alpert earlier. In acute increase of sense perception,
depersonalizaan experiment just completed in distortion of images,
tion, and a sense of isolation someBuffalo, it was found that chromotimes accompanied by feelings of
some breakdown had occurred in paranoia.
the blood cells of two LSD users.
Although preliminary research
Dr. Frosch acknowledged that this
has
not proven the drug safe, sevexperiment is not adequate but eral therapeutic possibilities have
added that further tests will be been attributed to it. LSD is said
made.
to have increased the abstinence
His conclusions were that LSD
has not yet been proven a safe
perd
drug and that
psychoacute
an
undergo
sons can
tic break under the influence of

subject takes the drug.

-

...in

dollar-growin- g

We've made savings as easy as
can be.. and the dollars in
your account will grow surprisingly fast.

Our other helpful services are
easy as can be too.. personal
loans, for example.. regular
checking accounts .. and our

popular

low-cos-

t,

no-minimum-bal-

ance

ThriftiCheck
Personal Checking Accounts;
We hope to see you soon.

The Vayne County

National Bank
Wooster, Ohio
MEMBER

FOiC

well-adjuste-

"Last Chance"

LSD.

Dr. Ralph Metzner, editor of
the Psychedelic Keview, expiainea
that the U.S. Army was the first
Mrnftrimftnt with LSD
during and immediately after
World War II. He also referred
the audience to the example of
the American Indian "who has
been using peyote in groups for
150 years and there has never
been a psychotic Indian."
Metzner protested against what
he called "the Protestant Ethic,"
which "teaches you to forego .an
immediate gratification of an investment for the later returns. This
is the whole basis of capitalism."
He urged instead that people live
for the present by banding together in religious cults as the
early Christians did to protect
themselves against the Romans.
A large amount of information
okmit tK Amtrq themselves, es- CLJJirufc
pecially LSD and marijuana, was
made available to the student conferees. It was mentioned several
times that information concerning
simDlv be- is wantins1
mnmna
" ' D5
I J
ii 1CH1JU
done
.3iic lJttlo
t,vv research has been
on this drug. 'The reason for
di-UU-

-

V

this," said Dr. Arthur imn,
of the psychiatric division
that it is vervj dif-of RllvA
lVHV f mvj "is
ficult to attract young researchers
to investigate them.

"THE GREAT WOOSTER CONTEST"
So you think that if you ever see another

Marii'nsna is a mild hallucino- gen and is not addicting. According to an article appearing in the

May 1966, issue of New York Medicine, there is no evidence that

marijuana use is associated with

Vo

Egypto-Russi-

an

Prompt, Accurate Prescription Service
Gothic

building again you'll go mad? Well, put this valuable knowledge
of Woosterania to good use by entering the Bookstore's "The
Great Wooster Contest." Posted in the Bookstore is a collection
of 12 photographs taken of various objects and places on the
Wooster campus. Go examine them whenever you have the time,
like when getting that extra notebook, and see how many of
the dozen you recognize. Use the entry blank printed below or
submit your own by Saturday, Feb. 25. The entry correctly
identifying the greatest number of the pictures wins not only the
huge stuffed dog on display next to the contest poster, but also
a $10.00 gift certificate from the Bookstore.

FOR ALL YOUR
DRUG STORE
NEEDS

COSMETICS

Name

17

ANNOUNCES

BOOKSTORE

GREETING CARDS

VITAMINS

-

Campus Address
Phone
7...

1

ai-rect- or

CLL
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-- .

2
3

-

-

9.
10

4
5

6.
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"

-

.....

-

-
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-

12

SWIPE'S WW
583

EAST LIBERTY

(Opposite Pennsylvania Depot)
Open 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 Midnight
Seven Days

a

Week
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Upset Over Oners

by Chris Senior

If ever a bunch of basketball players deserved to win a game, it was the Scots Tuesday night at Denison, particularly after their stunning upset of Otterbein Saturday. But
the Big Red duo of Bill Druckmiller and Charlie Clagget felt otherwise, as they tossed
in 44 points between them to hand the Scots their 13th straight loss on the road, 76-68.

Trailing 37-2- 8 at the half, and
minus the services of Rich Thompson, who cut his hand on the rim
early in the half and required
five stitches, the Scots staged
a futile rally through much of the
second half. Led by Mike Beitzel,
Larry Hackenberg, and George
Baker, the rally fell six points
short with just :45 seconds remaining and that was the game.

The previous Tuesday Wooster
Then at 5:51, Thompson who traveled to Geneva to play one of
also played well until he fouled their season's toughest opponents.
out at 4:06, sent the Scots ahead It was the same old story. The
Scots played their hearts out but
to stay 54-5on a short jumper.
Baskets by Bone and Baker round- could not overcome the Tornadoes
81-6To compound
ed out the Scot scoring. Otterbein and they lost,
FOUR SENIORS will be dressing for their last home game this
had numerous chances to tie the the bcots troubles Jordan was only
Saturday night for the battle against Capital University. Left
able to play eight minutes but still
score or at least move ahead, but
to right:
guard George Baker, Canton;
missed seven shots and three managed to throw in 11 points.
center Tim Jordan, Mansfield;
The Scots had tied the score 24-forward Luke Hoffa,
free throw attempts in the last six
all with 4:24 remaining in the first
Lakewood; and guard Dan Roseberry, Marion.
minutes to fall short.
period and a possible upset seemed
Baker led the Scots with 17
the making as they trailed
points while Jim McKee had 15 in
closely, 34-2at the half.
for the losers.
But the victors proved to be
too strong on the boards and were
by Jim Hanna
hitting at a 56.8 clip from the field
Last week the Scot grapplers chalked the win column
and quickly increased their lead.
Geneva, in fact, matched. Jordan with a pair of narrow triumphs. Phil Shipe again shuffling
point for point during his eight
22-1- 9
overshadowing
point stretch and when Rich the weight groupings, helped deal out a
21-2- 0
Thompson fouled out with 4:21 to Oberlin and a
heartbreaker to Wittenberg.
left, the game was over. Thompson
Last Saturdays meet at Oberlin
was playing his best ball since was decided in the early matches. seconds remaining in the match.
Christmas and he collected 19
Rich Hilfer (130 lb.) and John
Gary Okubo at 115 lb. spearpoints and 13 rebounds.
Shapiro
were unable to score
headed the Scot victory with his
Returning to Severance Gym
Bob Sheffield had 22 points for first collegiate win. Okubo rolled against each other until the final
after losing to Denison Tuesday Geneva and also played an excel- Bob Burt into three near pins be- 10 seconds of the match when Hilevening, the Scots will play their lent game.
fore finishing him off with 12 fer worked a reversal to collect a
last home game of the year against
win.
Capital tomorrow night. Tim JorAt 130 lb., Bill Stone fell a 7-dan, the Scot star who underwent
victim to Larry Piper. Piper had
surgery on his arm last Sunday
last year managed fourth place in
and who will be honored tomorthe conference tournament.
row, should be back in top form
Mo Rajabi (145) went takedown
for his last game before Scot fans.
crazy against Tim WulfT, bringing
Capital was at the bottom of
by Bob Landman
him to the mat five times to win
the Ohio Conference last year and
Wooster
with
and
46,
finished 15:3. In the third period Raiabi
For Wooster's cindermen,
is currently in 10th place with
third with 30. Akron was last with abandoned takedowns and worked
a 7 OAC record and a 2 over- the indoor track season is well
Wulff onto his back for a predica
29 points.
all mark. Their poor record is under way. Since Jan. 9 the
Wooster's outstanding performer ment.
largely because their tallest player squad has been working out
of the day was Hugh Ruffing who
It was John Ekberg (152 lb.) all
is a 6'3" sophomore, Doug Cromer,
under new head coach Bob Laf-fert- accounted for seven of the Scots' the
way against Oberlin's Doug:
who has been averaging only eight
and has already competed in 30 points by himself and had a Graham.
Ekberg carried Graham
rebounds a game.
two meets.
five more points in the re- into the third period, stretching his
hand
in
Capital is fortunate enough to
The first meet at Slippery Rock lay events. Ruffing's third place lead until he was able to risk a
be quarterbacked by one of the
much a one- time of 1:17.6 in the 600 yard head scissors which finished off
conference s finest guards, 60 State (Pa.) was pretty
Wooster
sided
affair
got beaten run established a new school rec Graham in 6:54.
as
junior Paul Hunt, who could re 66-3But the final tabulation was ord. The old time of 1:17.7 was
Don Black (160) handled popu
recogniceive Little
Wooster
Ruf- lar Jack Albert
Ray
by
Four
Leinbach
set
new
1961.
misleading.
in
in a well wres
tion this year. He is extremely
fing also won Wooster's only first tled crowd pleaser. Black's margin
Marti
school
records
set.
Jon
were
fast and is a good, deceptive ball
6.7 m the meet with his win in the of victory came in the third
period
handler. Currently he is scoring at sprinted the 60 yard dash in
880 (2:02.8).
Sommer
Frank
Freshman
seconds.
when
he
clumped Albert on his
a 19.2 average and has had 20 or
65 yard high hurdles in
In both relay events, Wooster's back for a near pin.
more points in eight games this ran the
10.8 and Jim Jardine covered the baton teams finished second.
Steve Lynch (167 lb.) notched
season.
same distance in the low hurdles
Jon Marti, Stu Miller the final Scot victory of the afterThe Scots will then close out
in 8.4.
Al
and
Dockeray
were clocked at noon when he came from behind
their regular season next Monday
in the third period to decision Bob
Rick Waidler set the .fourth rec- 2:15.8 minutes for the eight-laby traveling to Ohio Northern.
l - n
i
.i
.i
yard
1000
of
the
Nolan
the
day
ord
in
tne
reiay.
mile relay
nunning in
The Polar Bears are 11-- 9 on the
with a 3:40.6 time were Calaway,
At 177 lb., captain met captain
season and have an undefeated run with a time of 2:31.4. Bill
mile
Paul
Reeves,
the
two
in
10:22.7
Dockeray
time
and
Ruf
when
seven game win streak going at
Jeff Nye locked horns with
Steve Wineburg who had last year
home. They upset Findlay College earned him Wooster's only first fing.
placed third in the conference.
last Saturday 111-10in an over place finish in the meet.
Wineburg dropped Nye in the first
Jim Jardine tied for first in
time.
GIRLS' BASKETBALL
leap,
with
6'1"
the
a
high
jump
and third periods to come out
The Bears are led by sophomore
Scot-tiehis
Rock
opWooster's
s
Slippery
streaking
ahead 6-guard Danny Foster who has been but lost to
took their fourth game in
Bob Buettner met Tom Ilgen at
averaging 17.6 points a game. Cur ponent who had fewer misses.
row
a
last Saturday morning 191 lb. and was taken care of 6-Last Saturday in Wooster's secrently he ranks as one of the top
against Mt. Union, 36-2- 1,
to Wooster gave Oberlin an easy
five free throw shooters in the ond outing of the season, the squad
stay
midundefeated
the
at
10 team points by leaving 123 lb.
NAIA small college statistics, hav- was entered in competition against
and heavyweight vacant.
ing missed only 13 out of 136 at- Akron, Hiram and Denison in point in the season. Jumping
half-tim- e
to a 15-- 7
lead,
tempts for a 90.4 percent ac- Granville. The host Big Red won
On Feb. 15 the Severance crowd
Wooster
Purple
easily
held
the
with 54 points, Hiram took second
curacy rating.
saw six Scot wins when Wooster
Raiders as Scot captain Jane took
on Wittenberg.
Hardy scored 14 points. The
At 130 lb., Rich Hilfer finished
girls' next home game is
against Ashland this Monday on top of Van Degood
Mo Rajabi (145 lb.)
d
night, Feb. 27, at 7:15 p.m.
Pat Dugan 14-2- . Rajabi chose a
pin over takedowns for this match
and scored the balance of his
points on predicaments and near
52-5-

2.

2

7.

co-capt- ain

co-capt- ain

co-capt- ain

Baker led the Scots with 23
points. Tim Jordan seemed almost
fully recovered as he dumped in
19 and now needs only 15 more

to move into undisputed fourth
place ahead of Rich Thomas. He
also made nine free throws to give
him 118 on the year and break
his old record of 109 set last year.

Otterbein had had a seven game
winning streak coming into their
game against the Scots last Saturday and seemed assured of making
It eigni. JJUL III picUUo
vious evening their
center Don Carlos was injured
and had to sit
making a lay-uon the bench the entire game with
a pinched nerve and muscle spasms
in his back. It made a big difference and the Scots took advantage
of the break to win an exciting
game, 58-5All-Americ- an

p

6.

Wooster went to the dressing
room at the half behind 36-2after attempting to stall for the last
six minutes of the first period. To
that point it looked like the Cardinals would win easily.
5,

0,

14:14 remaining. For the next
eight minutes Wooster just could
not break the ice and gain the tie
bucket. Finally, at 6:50, Jordan,
who was playing as beautifully as
any one could ask, tipped in
a rebound shot to knot the score

...

Scouting

Capital

O. Northern

2-- 0

Trackmen Set School Marks;

0

Ruffing Sparkles Af Granville

3--

But the Scots came roaring back
after the second half began, to
with
close to within two, 42-4-

Matmen Take Twin Wins

9,

5-1-

y

7.

All-Ameri-

ca

7-- 4

Attention!

-

N.Y.

Wal-lisajawa-

London

y,

p

Have you or your family
' booked space yet on

Wooster's group?

5--

De-Mott-

3.

's

8

June 14 - August 28

2.

$300.00

0.

or

N. Y.

-

Frankfurt

$360.00

5--

2.

tidal-wave-

Don't Delay!
Space Is Going!

pins.

MANSFIELD

FLAIR TRAVEL
346 E. Bowman
Wooster, Ohio
264-650-

5

St.

lntmtata(p

join the fun bunch this winter at
Ohio's first and finest ski resort
IVvMa Clutr I HI

Two T.ftart

Continuous Service from
til 10 p.m. (except Wed.)
Phone

(Continued on Page 7)

UNIQUE COOKERY
"SINCE 1925''

Fin Rlriric

ROM TOM
Night Sk&ng Ski Patrol

Groomed Slopes
Three Fireplace lounges
Swiss Bare Lode
Hot Food and Beverages
SU School
SU
Boots, Poles

Snow Machines

Wittenberg's Steve McCann died
in the first period when John Ekberg (152 lb.) fastened him into
a tight cradle. With four pins this
year, Ekberg has flattened as many
men as the rest of the team put
together.
Riding time made Steven Lynch
(160 lb.) the 4-- 2 master of Chris

& Ohio

132 S. Buckeye St.
WOOSTER, OHIO

r

7i30 a.m.

For Reservationi

263-478-

6
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The Soot

NIGHT

tight

FEBRUARY
v-

Delfs, AA Sigs Top

Tight IM Standings
At Season Midpoint

I

by Rick Ames
The intramural basketball
race tightened this week as a

result of action highlighted by
five A league contests. The
three top teams continued their
winning ways, all recording easy

d

3

1

All-Cit-

All-Distri-

victories.

Fifth A stayed on top, downing
the Independents 68-4then coming back two nights later to
7A, 53-3Sixth AA kept
abreast of the streaking Delts by
defeating their own A team 67-4while the Oats stayed in contention
by running away from 7A, 74-4and trouncing the Sig A team 80-47,

CD

out-sco-

J

Jordan earned a starting spot on the Scot five as a freshman
anA hp didn't wasfft anv time jretlinsr started as a team leader. That
of his field eoal attempts to head the team in that
vpflr hr hit nn 51
statistic column. He's been at the top ever since. As a junior, he
omy mree games
and is now . shooting DD.oyo witn
to 52.6
climbed
. .
r l
'
season. In the opening game ot nis sopnomore yeai,
left in a e
Jordan suffered a bad ankle injury that kept him out of nine gamps,
stopped him
A liia fipld cmal nprrpntatre tn 49.6 and definitely
from ranking near the top as one of Wooster's high scorers. Right
1,174 points and needs id more 10 ue
total of
now. he has a career
.
.
.
r
...:iU
11.
e
nign men wim
Rich Thomas who is tourth on the, list oi
1

2,

k

fill

f

t

1

il?

ifi

.

6,

6.

Kenny Newlon and John Katt-ma- n
paced 5A to their win over

the Independents, combining for

THE JORDAN HOOK

. .

.

Even

23-gam-

.ii..

re

6.

AN-m-

ct,

i"-u-

as a sophomore,

41 points. Jim Young topped the
losers with 17, but could get no
support. Against 7A the Delts got
the tally from Scott Snyder, who
hooped 17 against a Kappa team
that had, no scorer over 7 points.
Newlon and Kattman again scored
in double figures for Fifth.

Tim Jordan

Steve Garner's 21 points did the
damage in 6AA's defeat of 6A
with Frank Moore and Ron Larson
scoring another 25. Terry Nance
put 14 through for the losers.

had a classy hook shot that he could shoot with either hand.
n
Here he is going right-handover Otterbein's
Don Carlos in a Severance contest two years ago. Tim Pond
(11) looks on from the background.
well-know-

ed

aii-tim-

Outscoring the Sigs 41-1in the
second half, the second place 3A
MORE ON
team drew double-figur- e
performance from five. Tom Barnard hit
for 21, while Rick Martinez, Sandy
Hyde, Butch Turner and Mike
(Continued from Page 6)
Weber threw! in an added 54
Witt while Don Black (167 lb.) points. Earlier in the week Stu Milheld Ted Winzeler scoreless in a ler's 19 points had led to a victory
decision.
over 7A, led by Bill Hooker's 11

1,189.

7

Rn.mrinn hnrU in his iunior vear. the lanky leaper was voted
Most Valuable Player of the Wooster Classic, got chosen by his
teammates as the Scots' best offensive player, and earned the
Confer
rUctinrtiAn h nnTK masta soot at center on the

Wrestling

All-Oh- io

ence First Team. Watching Jordan operate under the boards is
simply pure joy. Somehow he always manages to get the ball
MMun! nil tkneo Innn arms and UD into the basket. His short
hook shot is deadly no matter which hand it comes from and
he is almost impossible to stop. In eight minutes of play against
Geneva last week, Jordan bucketed 11 points despite a mass of
bandages on his right arm that is protecting an infection.
Rebounding is probably Jordan's strongest ability. Even as a
freshman playing with Dave Guldin and Buddy Harris, he pulled
down 155 rebounds for' a 6.2 average. Since then his average has
risen to 7.4, 9.9 and now is 11.2 after 223 rebounds in 20 games.
Jordan draws fouls from the best of them, too. Last year he found
himself at the foul line for 168 shots as a result of his catching other
bi men off guard and making them commit fouls. While he was at
the line, Jordan sank 109 of those 168 shots for the highest number
of free throws any Wooster player has ever made in a single season.

7-- 0

In a
match Jeff Nye
(177 lb.) piled up a
win over
Bob Colvig. Nye almost stopped
the match in the third period
when he forced Colvig to bridge
out of a close pinning arrangement.

there were
Try
trophies for being a gentleman, he'd have won them too.
to remember the last time he lost his temper during a game and
ranted on another player or complained to an official. Jordan s
patience and easy manner with people should be useful to him
for a
in the teaching and coaching career he hopes to foHow
while after graduation. Eventually, Jordan hopes to "enter the
business world" by taking some business courses at night school
while he coaches during the day. The physical education major
already has two job possibilities, both in Mansfield. One is at St.
Peter's, the other is at Mansfield High.

Tim Jordan has collected

as a basketball player.

9--

v

ifl

-

-

1

Okubo (115) made a
1 5
Independents
effort
strong
against Bill Ralston
but was trimmed 1 by giving
With the cage season closing,
Ralston a penalty point in the
intramural action will shift to the
third period.
Point, where Kenarden league
The 137 lb. bout was earned bowling will occupy the would-b- e
by Wittenberg's Mike Caruso athletes and
lettennen.
when he trounced Bill Stone 9-With the adoption of
Bob Buettner (191 lb.) was put rules this year, it is hoped that
down
by Jim McClain and Neil spectators will turn out for these
Berman (Unl.) couldn't last matches, which do count points toward the intramural trophy awardagainst Dan Gray who pinned him
ed in the Spring.
after half a minute of the second
n

non-handic-

1.

Tim

Jordan

ap

7-- 2

Vooster Theater
Phone

period.
Wittenberg collected a forfeit at

263-28- 06

123 lb.
FRIDAY

and

The Scots, now three wins and
losses, will test themselves
against Capital on a home mat to

SATURDAY

five

Peter Sellers

morrow.

GINO'S
in lieu

of

pedantic dissertation

Venice!

Iboom!

a

'

1

:

IT

I

ft

on economic

fluctuations and

rather than
vacillate between
desolation
and incarceration

For Making Wooster
Basketball Great over the

we rhythmically
remind you
to incessantly
divest yourself
of those few

Last Four Years.

iiiGtiii
ifflttwoifniT
nffluwii
FANAVISION'tMETROCOlOR

EDlQIPqIEQ

Seventh
Sixth A

off-seaso-

TIM JORDAN, DAN ROSEBERRY

siS;!? SaiiEiMiIbei?

50
50
425
15

2--

in
"AFTER THE FOX"

THANHS TO SENIORS:
GEORGE BAKER, LUKE HOFFA,

Kenarden A League standings:
Fifth
Sixth AA
Third

0

Gary

If

Tomorrow night the College will be honoring a man who has
been a valuable asset to the school both as an athlete and simply as
show him.
a person. Tim Jordan deserves all the appreciation we can

tallies.

one-side- d

All of these records and honors only show what achievements

v

25, 1967

""?k

-

Rfe t GflfvB&i

,

Not many people own television sets that weigh more than they
do. But there are a few people who can make the claim and Tim
Jordan is one of them. Back in the Jordan home in Mansfield, Ohio,
with basketball trophies that it prob- sits a TV set so
ably outweighs the guy who earned the honors.
Just scanning the list of athletic achievements that
Tim Jordan has earned on the court in high school
and college explains all that shiny brass.
At the end of his junior year at St. Peter's
High, Jordan was given the Most Improved
J
Player Award and by the end of the next season, ton
he had proved why he got it. The starting center
y,
.!
and
won spots on the
:M lOAl
i
Ta
i
ww. iw
f
nsiiio nunorury ICUIIO u U SCiuvi in
the
pulling
down
for
trophy
off
top that
was a
most rebounds on his team. When it came time
Josh
to look for colleges, Jordan played the field.
After taking looks at a number of schools, including Ohio University, Muskingum, Ashland, Gannon, Xavier and Wooster, he
decided on Wooster. The best reason he could give for his choice
was typically genuine. "The people here treated me like a million dollars. That probably sounds corny, but it's true. I felt like
I really wanted
it here, too."

r
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by Josh Sfroup

over-populate-

VOICE

SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY

remaining vestiges
of capitalism,
to wit: your
coin.
(everyone wants to go to
heaven but nobody wants
to die)

Wooster's JV Basketball squad
12-after losing three of
their last four games. Of the three
losses, two have been by only
one point. Muskingum scraped by
in a double overtime and Kent
State won in a single overtime.
Leading scorers for the Scots have
been Bob Hoyt with an 11.7 point
average, Ed Bussell with a
average, and Ted Caldwell with 8.
The junior cagers stopped Deni-so- n
on Tuesday, 72-7-

is now

6

9-poi-

nt

0.

Pre-seaso- n

baseball workouts be

gan on Feb. 6 for 15 pitchers and
catchers. For the first time in the
sport's history the baseball team

taking a southern trip during
spring vacation. The trip into Tennessee includes two games with
East Tennessee State, two with
Knoxville College and three with
former NAIA baseball champion
is

Carson-Newma- n.

WOOSTER
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MORE ON

Letters To The dcmor
(Continued from Page Two)

one side only: the dark side. We witnessed that the kitchen ladies play their talents, framed by ando not know what it is to be on genuinely concern themselves with tiquated and degrading facilities.
the "comfortable" side, what it is the task of making our food as
Retrospectively, I sense that listo tell a pledge to iron our shirts pleasant as possible. These ladies teners at the Winter Carnival
or shine our shoes. Nevertheless, do not have an easy task; obvi- concert did not mind the frigid
we specifically advocate Hell Week ously, it is no picnic to work over
wait nor the uncomfortand Pledging, and we do so be- a stove day after day with food able seating quite as much as the
cause we have come to realize how which is not always of the highest unacceptable sound system.
At
extremely important they are to quality. Their job becomes in- times two polished and beautifully
the shaping of any fraternity. The creasingly discouraging when they haunting voices emerged shrill and
feelings of brotherhood and loy- never receive any appreciation for cacophonous thanks to an irritatalty, which we now possess, would their efforts.
ing amplification system which
not be ours, had we not had this
Secondly, I doubt if anyone on seemed operated by an insensitive
experience. This point cannot be this campus would be willing to and callous engineer. Professional
satisfactorily emphasized.
admit that the buffet served to performers of Ian and Sylvia's
us on Valentine's Day was less stature and ability should not be
It is commonly known that the
asked to compromise their talents
than superb.
primary purpose of a fraternity is
by lowering themselves to our
to develop relationships among its
While I realize that often criti amateurish facilities. I imagine
members. This, we feel, can be ac- cism is directed to the heads of that
many more students would be
complished only by creating a food service rather than to the willing to
pay a larger admission
sense of unity, and, we think it ladies who prepare the food, and fee if the SGA would
use some of
undisputably true that unity is that the "sweetheart buffet" was
the
proceeds
concert
to improve
created by the Pledging period bet- an isolated event, I do hope that listening conditions.
in the future the students of this
ter than by any other means.
college will stop and think and
With a proper theater still in
It was interesting to observe, in then find something more worth- the development stage and Big
others as well as in ourselves, an while to criticize. I, for one, say Name Entertainment slated to conacquired sense of loyalty to the bravo for a job well-dontinue, possibly the committee
Section and its members. The subshould be considering the purchase
Ellen Everhart
jection to pledging duties was
(or rental) of some respectable
directly responsible for the deaudio
equipment and even the
velopment of relationships between
hiring of a qualified audio conAmateurish Facilities?
hellmasters and pledges, actives
sultant in order to temporarily
and pledges and "last but not To the Editor:
alleviate the technical problem.
least," pledges and pledges.
Taking into consideration what
Those who run Wooster's Big
One of the things we resent is he had to work with, Ross Morgan Name
Entertainment have to reaof the is to be complimented on the suc
the recent
lize
that
performers do try Ian
"tortures" involved in Hell Week cessful production of last Satur- and Sylvia did, and this time
suactivities. True, we underwent day's Ian and Sylvia concert. cceededbut we must assume a
punishments (for the lack of a Wooster is in sad need of adequate large
part of the responsibility if
better word), but they were not facilities in which to present such a concert is to be successful. Muunreasonable (and we should be talented and deserving performers sician Al Kooper of the folk-roc- k
the ones to know ! ) . They tended to as these; we were afforded a clear group, The Blues Project once told
mature, not to degrade; they example of the problem at the con me: "You know, when you're on
tended to humble, not to humiliate. cert. A gymnasium is by no means the road and you want to play each
This is what we expected and this an acceptable excuse for an date more perfectly than the last
is what we experienced.
acoustically designed music hall you're really trying and you run
and
one wonders why the long- - up against poor mikes like these
In the light of these and other planned
campus theater could not . . . it's really discouraging. You
benefits, we emphatically support
been completed before the just try your best."
have
Pledging and Hell Week, because Wishart classroom building.
we consider them of the utmost
We must begin making attempts
importance to all the Sections. It
be numerous to take full advantage of the poThere
to
appear
is a good system and it can stand classrooms
available while the lack tentially exciting per formance
improvements, but what system
of proper auditorium facilities is musical groups like Ian and Sylvia
cannot? It would be a colossal
are offering.
error to abolish both or either of constantly obvious. For too long
these activities, for their abolition we have asked performers to dis
Greg Moore
would mean the disintegration of
the existing fraternities at the College of Wooster.
50-minu-

te

e.

over-exaggerati-

on

I. Louis Castelli
II. Richard D. Wray

III. Dave Hopkins
IV. Bernard H. Wright Jr.
V. Greer Imbrie
IV. Larry Lindberg
VII. John Greeley
VIII. Kenneth Gabele

MAB Vice President

Supports Hell Week
(Continued from Page 3)

Besides the feeling of camara
derie alluded to above, I think the
humility, temporary humiliation if
you will, that is also a part of Hell
Week, is quite important. For an
entire semester the actives woo
the freshmen with friendship, flattery, bread and circuses. After
pledging (accepting section invitations for membership) , these pam
pered frosh feel a sense of satis
faction, or outright superiority, at
having been chosen. Pre-Hel- l
Week
duties and Hell Week itself effec
tively exorcise the deadly sin of
pride from among the pledges.

Detractors of Hell Week tend
to suffer from at least three delu
sions: (1) that pledges feel de
graded and humiliated by Hell
Week; (2) that the purpose of
initiation is the gratification of
the sadistic side of the personalities
of the actives; and (3) that actives
care little about preventinff in
juries to pledges. Such delusions
are perpetuated by peripheral sec
tion members who have short
memories, and by other members
of the college community who have
neglected to get the facts from
the men themselves. I have at
tempted already to dispel the first
two misapprehensions; now for the
third.

must have a competent psychologist's approval as well. During the
Week period each pledge
pre-Heis assigned to one or two actives;
it is their responsibility to get to
know the pledge well, and especially to find out whether he has
any physical disabilities that might
he aggravated by initiation acll

tivities.
A list of these must be reported
to the college physician. Moreover,
the actives watch their particular
pledges carefully throughout the

period for signs of injury
or undue fatigue; pledges are sent
to Hygeia at the slightest sign of
trouble, and often are permitted
to return to the initiation after a
brief rest. In short, every effort
is made to guarantee that no one
sustains permanent damage.
29-ho-

ur

It would be foolish to defend

every aspect of Hell Week if many
are, as critics contend, juvenile and
seemingly pointless. But that does
not mean that Hell Week as a
whole is either juvenile or pointless. It has been suggested that
there are more humane ways of
achieving the same ends. One section has experimented with another alternative, but its membership is less, than a fourth of that
of the large sections, and problems
of integration of new members
Before Hell Week begins, detailed plans for each section's seem to increase geometrically
with size.
initiation are examined, altered,
and approved by a committee comI firmly believe, as do virtually
posed of eight faculty advisors, the all the 650 section members on the
Deans of Men, the eight section campus, that Hell Week is not
presidents, and the college physic only valuable, but essential to the
ian. Fnor to the Hell Week Com- continued health of the section
mittee meeting each section's plans system.

1

Hell Week Opposition Falters;

Van Wie Urges Time Change
The
faculty ing period be eliminated. Only
opposition to Hell Week did Dean Young indicated a disposition among faculty members to
not materialize Wednesday abolish Hell Week.
evening at an open forum for

Savannah

much-rumore- d

All MAB members expressed a
opinion. David Kenty,
of Men's Affairs, complete willingness to consider
invited all faculty members to suggested improvements in the tim"come with reports of abuses and ing and duration of He'll Week.
suggestions for improvement."
Only Mr. Al Van Wie and Mr.
Robert Bmce of the physical education department, two section adMAKE LOVE,
visers, and the Dean of Men came
to meet with the MAB.

Tapestry

Tara

Silver Sculpture

Lark

faculty
Vice-Preside- nt

To the Editor:
Last week's ad on Vietnam was
sponsored by the Committee of
Concern for Vietnam. It solicited
the support of the signers for that
ad only.
Bill Barrie

Kenty and the section presidents
Chairman, CCV
called this special meeting as a preliminary to the annual Hell Week
Committee (MAB and section adVoice from the Kitchen
visers) evaluation of Hell Week.
To the Editor:
Lacking evidence of extensive
differI would like to present a
faculty opposition, the MAB has
ent view on an old and somewhat no idea whether or not the aboliworn-ou- t
subject. During my four tion of Hell Week will be conyears at the College of Wooster, I sidered at Monday's meeting of
have become increasingly irritated the faculty.
by student complaints concerning
The representatives of the athfood service. At first, my irritation
letic
department at the Wednesday
was expressed by the cliche, "be
grateful that you have food to evening session presented suggestions pertaining to the length and
eat three times a day;" but now
liming of Hell Week. Mr. Van Wie
two recent events have given me
the MAB to consider relocatan opportunity to concretely pre- asked
Hell
Week perhaps in March,
ing
sent my views.
between winter and spring athletic
First, since I have recently be seasons. Mr. Bruce suggested that
gun to work for Babcock in the Hell Week be limited to a definite
capacity of a kitchen girl, I have period and that the lengthy pledg
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Fnglish Provincial

Spanish Baroque
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Classic Rose

Hampton Court

Thanks,

College Guys
and Gals
the results
are in and official. You
picked us as "the tavern most likely to suc-

ceed."
Now make it come true,

Spend Daddy's at

Liberty Lounge

We have your favorite
sterling pattern ... as featured in
Reed & Barton's

OPINION
COMPETITION

SILVER

See the complete
Reed & Barton collection as well as
thoseof other famed silversmiths at

Just West of Freedlander's
Seven Wonderful Days
Each Week

Pritebard teeters

